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Prometheas' Events


Thursday, May 11th, 2017, at 6:30pm: "The burden of modernity: Kazantzakis' insights
and their relevance in today’s world" at the Greek Embassy (see flyer)

Other Events


March 9 through June 24: A World of Emotions/Ancient Greece 700 BC – 200 AD
(Onassis Cultural Center New York): http://onassisusa.org/press/Emotions%20longlead%20news%20release%201_11_17-no-cont.pdf



May 12-13: Greek exhibition heading to NYC Grand Central Station:
http://diaspora.parliament.gr/Home/TabId/2367/ArtMID/6601/ArticleID/11418/Greekexhibition-heading-to-NYC-Grand-Central-Station.aspx

Websites of the month


Θάνος Κατσάμπας στη «Ν»: Η κυβέρνηση δεν ήθελε εξαρχής να εφαρμόσει το
πρόγραμμα: http://www.naftemporiki.gr/finance/story/1221355/thanos-katsampas-sti-n-ikubernisi-den-ithele-eksarxis-na-efarmosei-to-programma



Αμάθεια και αφέλεια: http://www.naftemporiki.gr/story/1227070/amatheia-kai-afeleia



An analytical view of current and past US-Greek relations:
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/11/opinion/surprise-pro-washington-declarations-inathens.html?action=click&pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-heading&module=opinionc-col-left-region&region=opinion-c-col-left-region&WT.nav=opinion-c-col-left-region&_r=0



Documenta 14, a German Art Show’s Greek Revival:
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/09/arts/design/documenta-14-a-german-art-shows-greekrevival.html?emc=edit_th_20170410&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=37793171



‘Sherlock Holmes of Armenian Genocide’ Uncovers Lost Evidence:
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/22/world/europe/armenian-genocide-turkey.html?_r=2



The Armenian Genocide Finally Gets Its Due With the Film ‘The Promise’:
https://www.thenation.com/article/the-armenian-genocide-finally-gets-its-due-with-the-filmthe-promise/



Battle Over 2 Films Reflects Turkey’s Quest to Control a Bitter History:
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/20/movies/the-promise-the-ottoman-lieutenant-turkeyarmenian-genocide.html?_r=0



Ιεροσόλυμα: Περιήγηση στον Ναό της Αναστάσεως, που ετοιμάζεται για την κορύφωση
των Αγίων Παθών (βίντεο):
http://www.kathimerini.gr/905259/gallery/epikairothta/ellada/ierosolyma-perihghsh-ston-naoths-anastasews-poy-etoimazetai-gia-thn-koryfwsh-twn-agiwn-pa8wn-vinteo



Οι απόγονοι του Μεγάλου Αλεξάνδρου κέρδισαν νομική μάχη για την ταυτότητά τους:
http://protagorasnews.blogspot.gr/2017/04/blog-post_421.html




Η κυπριακή διάλεκτος είναι πλούσια γιατί είναι ζωντανή:
http://www.sigmalive.com/news/local/423174/i-kypriaki-dialektos-einai-plousia-giati-einaizontani
Τα παλίμψηστα στο αρχαιότερο μοναστήρι του Κόσμου:
http://ellinondiktyo.blogspot.com/2017/01/blogpost_27.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blo
gspot%2FYehQQ+%28%CE%95%CE%9B%CE%9B%CE%97%CE%9D%CE%A9%CE%9
D+%CE%94%CE%99%CE%9A%CE%A4%CE%A5%CE%9F+%29



Δείτε τους θησαυρούς της Αργίνης Μπενάκη -Σαλβάγου που δημοπρατούνται σε λίγο από
τους Sotheby: http://www.lifo.gr/articles/archaeology_articles/139781



Ισπανίδα βουλευτής παραιτήθηκε λόγω αναλγησίας του κόμματός της απέναντι στην
Ελλάδα: http://www.pentapostagma.gr/2015/07/%ce%b1%cf%85%cf%84%cf%8c%ce%b5%ce%af%ce%bd%ce%b1%ce%b9-%ce%ae%ce%b8%ce%bf%cf%82%ce%b9%cf%83%cf%80%ce%b1%ce%bd%ce%af%ce%b4%ce%b1%ce%b2%ce%bf%cf%85%ce%bb%ce%b5%cf%85%cf%84%ce%ae%cf%82%cf%80%ce%b1.html



Tο «θαύμα» της Ανάβρας: http://menshouse.gr/istories/30292/itan-kapote-ena-thavma-pouelegan-anavra



Tι «κρύβεται» κάτω από τη γέφυρα Ρίου – Αντιρρίου:
http://www.pentapostagma.gr/2017/03/%CE%B5%CE%BA%CF%80%CE%BB%CE%B7%
CE%BA%CF%84%CE%B9%CE%BA%CF%8C-t%CE%B9%CE%BA%CF%81%CF%8D%CE%B2%CE%B5%CF%84%CE%B1%CE%B9%CE%BA%CE%AC%CF%84%CF%89-%CE%B1%CF%80%CF%8C-%CF%84%CE%B7%CE%B3%CE%AD.html



The National Gallery - Alexandros Soutzos Museum (Athens):
https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/beta/partner/national-gallery-athens?hl=el



The emergence of an ecosystem: 12 startups turning Greece into a startup hub:
https://thenextweb.com/2017/04/02/emergence-ecosystem-12-startups-turning-greece-startuphub/#.tnw_LNA1St1a

Books and Music


"Οράματα και χίμαιρες" του Αλεξάνδρου Μαλλιά



"The



"Laid low: Inside the crisis that overwhelmed Europe and the IMF" by Paul Blustein

Cyprus Crisis and the Cold War" by Makarios Drousiotis

News – Articles

The Geopolitics of Greece: A Sea at its Heart
November 21, 2011 | 15:41 GMT

Analysis
Editor's Note: This is the 12th in a series of Stratfor monographs on the geopolitics of countries
influential in world affairs.
Throughout the history of Greece, its geography has been both a blessing and a curse, a blessing
because it allowed Greece to dominate the "known Western world" for a good portion of Europe's
ancient history due to a combination of sea access and rugged topography. In the ancient era, these
were perfect conditions for a maritime city-state culture oriented toward commerce and one that was
difficult to dislodge by more powerful land-based opponents. This geography incubated the West's
first advanced civilization (Athens) and produced its first empire (ancient Macedon).

Greece in Europe
However, Greek geography is also a curse because it is isolated on the very tip of the rugged and
practically impassable Balkan Peninsula, forcing it to rely on the Mediterranean Sea for trade and
communication. None of the Greek cities had much of a hinterland. These small coastal enclaves
were easily defendable, but they were not easily unified, nor could they become large or rich due to a
dearth of local resources. This has been a key disadvantage for Greece, which has had to vie with
more powerful civilizations throughout its history, particularly those based on the Sea of Marmara in
the east and the Po, Tiber and Arno valleys of the Apennine Peninsula to the west.

Peninsula at the Edge of Europe
Greece is located in southeastern Europe on the southernmost portion of the Balkan Peninsula, an
extremely mountainous peninsula extending south from the fertile Pannonian plain. The Greek
mainland culminates in what was once the Peloponnesian Peninsula and is now a similarly rugged
island separated by the man-made Corinth Canal. Greek mountains are characterized by steep cliffs,
deep gorges and jagged peaks. The average terrain altitude of Greece is twice that of Germany and
comparable to the Alpine country of Slovenia. The Greek coastline is also very mountainous with
many cliffs rising right out of the sea.
Greece is easily recognizable on a map by its multitude of islands, about 6,000 in total. Hence,
Greece consists of not only the peninsular mainland but almost all of the Aegean Sea, which is
bounded by the Dodecanese Islands (of which Rhodes is the largest) in the east, off the coast of
Anatolia, and Crete in the south. Greece also includes the Ionian Islands (of which Corfu is the
largest) in the west and thousands of islands in the middle of the Aegean. The combination of islands
and rugged peninsular coastline gives Greece the 10th longest coastline in the world, longer than
those of Italy, the United Kingdom and Mexico.
Mountainous barriers in the north and the northeast mean that the Greek peninsula is largely insulated
from mainland Europe. Throughout its history, Greece has parlayed its natural borders and jagged
terrain into a defensive advantage. Invasion forces that managed to make a landing on one of the few
Greek plains were immediately met by high-rising cliffs hugging the coastline and well-entrenched
Greek defenders blocking the path forward. The famous battle of Thermopylae is the best example,
when a force of 300 Spartans and another 1,000 or so Greeks challenged a Persian force numbering
in the hundreds of thousands. The Ottomans fared better than the Persians in that they actually
managed to conquer Greece, but they ruled little of Greece's vast mountainous interior, where roving
bands of Greek brigands — called khlepts — blocked key mountain passes and ravines and entered
Greek lore as heroes. To this day, its rugged topography gives Greece a regionalized character that
makes effective, centralized control practically impossible. Everything from delivering mail to
collecting taxes — the latter being a key factor in Greece's ongoing debt crisis — becomes a
challenge.

Greek Geography
With rugged terrain come defensive benefits, but also two geographic handicaps. First, Greece is
largely devoid of any land-based transport routes to mainland Europe. The only two links between
Greece and Europe are the Axios and Strimonas rivers, both which drain into the Aegean in Greek
Macedonia. The Axios (also called the Vardar River) is key because it connects to the Morava River
in Central Serbia and thus forms an Axios-Morava-Danube transportation corridor. While no part of
the river is actually navigable, one can travel up the Balkan Peninsula on valley roads. The Strimonas
takes one from Greek Macedonia to Sofia, Bulgaria's capital, and from there via the Iskar River
through the Balkan Mountains to the Danubian plain of present-day Romania. Neither of these
valleys is an ideal transportation route, however, since each forces the Greeks to depend on their
Balkan neighbors to the north for links to Europe, historically an unenviable position for Greece.
The second handicap for Greece is that its high mountains and jagged coastline leave very little room
for fertile valleys and plains, which are necessary for supporting large population centers. Greece has
many rivers and streams that are formed in its mountains, but because of the extreme slope of most
hills, most of these waterways create narrow valleys, gorges or ravines in the interior of the
peninsula. This terrain is conducive to sheep- and goat-herding but not to large-scale agriculture.
This does not mean that there is no room for crops to grow. Indeed, rivers meeting the Aegean and
Ionian seas carve short valleys that open to the coast where the sea breeze creates excellent
conditions for agriculture. The problem is that, other than in Thessaly and Greek Macedonia, most of
these valleys are limited in area. This explains to an extent why Greece, throughout its history, has
retained a regionalized character, with each river estuary providing sufficient food production for
literally one city-state and with jagged mountain peaks greatly complicating overland communication
among these population centers. The only place where this is not the case is in Greek Macedonia —
the location of present-day Thessaloniki — where a relatively large agricultural area provided for the
West's first true empire, led by Alexander the Great.
Lack of large areas of arable land combined with poor overland transportation also complicate capital
formation. Each river valley can supply its one regional center with food and sufficient capital for
one trading port, but this only reinforces Greece's regionalized mentality. From the perspective of
each region, there is no reason why it should supply the little capital it generates to a central
government when it could just as well use that capital to develop a naval capability of its own, crucial
for bringing in food via the Aegean. This creates a situation where the whole suffers from a lack of
coordination and capital generation while substantial resources are spent on dozens of independent
maritime regions, a situation best illustrated by ancient Greek city-states, most of which had
independent navies. Considering that developing a competent navy is one of the costliest of state
endeavors, one can imagine how such a regionalized approach to naval development constrained an
already capital-poor Greece.
The lack of capital generation is therefore the most serious implication of Greek geography. Situated
as far from global flows of capital as any European country that considers itself part of the West,
Greece finds itself surrounded by sheltered ports, most of which are protected by mountains and
cliffs that drop off into the sea. This affords Greece little room for population growth, and contributes
to its inability to produce much domestic capital. This, combined with the regionalized approach to

political authority encouraged by mountainous geography, has made Greece a country that has been
inefficiently distributing what little capital it has had for millennia.
Countries that have low capital growth and considerable infrastructural costs usually tend to develop
a very uneven distribution of wealth. The reason is simple: Those who have access to capital get to
build and control vital infrastructure and thereby make the decisions both in public and working life.
In countries that have to import capital, this becomes even more pronounced, since those who control
industries and businesses that bring in foreign cash have more control than those who control fixed
infrastructure, which can always be nationalized (industries and businesses can move elsewhere if
threatened with nationalization). When such uneven distribution of wealth is entrenched in a society,
a serious labor-capital (or, in the European context, a left-right) split emerges. This is why Greece is
politically similar to Latin American countries, which face the same infrastructural and capital
problems, right down to periods of military rule and an ongoing and vicious labor-capital split.

Greek Core: The Aegean
Despite the limitations on its capital generation, Greece has no alternative but to create an expensive
defensive capability that allows it to control the Aegean Sea. Put simply, the core of Greece is neither
the breadbaskets of Thessaly and Greek Macedonia, nor the Athens-Piraeus metropolitan area, where
around half of the population lives. The core of Greece is the Aegean Sea — the actual water, not the
coastland — which allows these three critical areas of Greece to be connected for trade, defense and
communication. Control of the Aegean also gives Greece the additional benefit of influencing trade
between the Black Sea and the Mediterranean. Without control of the Aegean, there simply is no
Greece.
To control the Aegean and Cretan seas, Greece has to control two key islands in its archipelago,
Rhodes and Crete, as well as the Dodecanese archipelago. With those islands under its control, the
Aegean and Cretan seas truly become Greek "lakes." The other island of importance to Athens is
Corfu, which gives Greece an anchor in the Otranto Strait and thus an awareness of threats emerging
from the Adriatic.
Anything beyond the main Aegean islands and Corfu is not within the scope of Greece's basic
national security interests and can only be gained by the projection of power. In this strategic context,
Cyprus becomes important as a way to distract and flank Turkey and break its communications with
the Levant and Egypt, traditional spheres of Istanbul's (and later Ankara's) influence. Sicily is also
within the range of Greek power projection, and at the height of Greece's power in ancient times,
Sicily was frequently colonized by Greek powers. Controlling Sicily gives Greece the key gateway
into the western Mediterranean and brackets off the entire eastern half of the Mediterranean for itself.
But neither is essential, and projecting Greek power toward either Sicily or Cyprus in the modern day
is extremely taxing, although Greece has attempted it with Cyprus, an attempt that led to a near
disastrous military confrontation with neighboring Turkey.
The cost of controlling just the Aegean Sea and its multitude of islands cannot be overstated. Aside
from the monumental expense of maintaining a navy, Greece has the additional problem of having to
compete with Turkey, which is still considered an existential threat for Greece.

In the modern context, this has also underscored the importance of air superiority over the Aegean.
The Greek air force prides itself on maintaining a large and advanced fleet of front-line combat
aircraft well in excess of the country's economic means, and many observers believe that their fighter
pilots are among the best and most experienced in Europe — and beyond (they regularly tangle with
Turkish pilots over the Aegean).
But maintaining, owning and training a superior air force means that Greece was spending more than
6 percent of its gross domestic product (GDP) on defense, twice what other European countries were
spending, just prior to the onset of the current financial crisis (it has since pledged to reduce it
significantly, to below 3 percent). With no indigenous capital generation of its own, Greece has been
forced to import capital from abroad to maintain such an advanced military. This is in addition to a
generous social welfare system and considerable infrastructural needs created by its rugged
geography. The result is the ongoing debt crisis that is threatening not only to collapse Greece but
also to take the rest of the eurozone with it. The Greek budget deficit reached 13.6 percent of GDP in
2009, and government debt is approaching 150 percent of GDP.
Greece has not always been a fiscal mess. It has, in fact, been everything from a global superpower to
a moderately wealthy European state to a political and economic backwater. To understand how this
isolated, capital-poor country has devolved, we need to look beyond physical geography and
contemplate the political geography of the region in which Greece has found itself throughout
history.

From Ancient Superpower...
Ancient Greece gave the Western world its first culture and philosophy. It also gave birth to the study
of geopolitics with Thucydides' History of the Peloponnesian War, which is considered to be a
seminal work on international relations. It is an injustice to give the ancient Greek period a quick
overview, since it deserves a geopolitical monograph of its own, but a brief look provides a relevant
glimpse at how geography played a role in turning Greek city-states into a superpower. The political
geography of the period was vastly different from that of the present day. The Mediterranean Sea was
the center of the world, one in which a handful of Greek city-states clutching the coast of the Aegean
Sea could launch "colonial" expeditions across the Mediterranean. The rugged geography also
afforded these city-states a terrain that favored defense and allowed them to defeat more powerful
opponents.
Nonetheless, the ancient Greek period is the last time that Greece had some semblance of political
independence. It therefore offers insights into how Greek geography has crafted Greek strategy.
From this ancient period, we note that control of the Aegean was of paramount importance, as it still
is today. The Greeks — faced with nearly impassible terrain on the Peloponnesian Peninsula — were
forced to become excellent mariners. Securing the Aegean was also crucial in repelling two major
Persian invasions in antiquity, and each major land battle had its contemporary naval battle to sever
Persian supply lines. Once the existential Persian threat was eliminated, Athens, the most powerful of
the Greek city-states, launched an attempt to expand itself into an empire. This included establishing
control of key Aegean islands. That imperial extension essentially ended with a long, drawn-out

campaign to occupy and hold Sicily, which would have formed the basis of control of the entire
eastern Mediterranean, and to wrestle Cyprus from Persian control.
While the Athenians may have understood the geopolitics of the Mediterranean well, they did not
have advanced bureaucratic and communications technology that makes running a country much
easier in the modern age or the population with which to prosecute their plans. Athenian expeditions
to Cyprus and Egypt were repulsed while Sicily became Athens' endgame, causing dissent in the
coalition of city-states that eventually brought about the end of Athenian power. This example only
serves to illustrate how difficult it was to maintain control of mainland Greece. Athens settled for a
loose confederation of city-states, which was not a sufficient basis of control on which to establish an
empire.
Bitter rivalries among the various Peloponnesian city-states created a power vacuum in the 4th
century B.C. that was quickly filled by the Kingdom of Macedon. Despite its reputation as the most
"backward" of the Greek regions — in terms of culture, system of government, philosophy and arts
— Macedon had something that the city-states did not: the ample agricultural land of the Axios and
Strimonas river valleys — ample, at least, compared to the Peloponnesian Peninsula. Whereas
Athens and other city-states depended on seaborne trade to obtain grain from regions beyond the
Turkish straits and the Black Sea, Macedon had domestic agriculture. It also had an absolute
authoritarian system of government that allowed it to launch the first truly Greek-dominant foray into
global power projection under Alexander the Great.
This effort, however, could not be sustained. Ultimately, the estuary of Axios did not provide the
necessary agricultural base to counter the rise of Rome, which was able to draw not only on the Tiber
and Arno river valleys but also, in time, the large Po river valley. Rome first extended itself into the
Greek domain by capturing the island of Corfu — illustrating the island's importance as a point of
invasion from the west — which had already fallen out of Greek hands in the 3rd century B.C. With
Corfu secured, Rome had nothing standing between it and the Greek mainland, and through military
campaigns ultimately secured control over all of Greece by 86 B.C.
The fall of Greece to Rome essentially wiped Greece out of the annals of history as an independent
entity for the next 2,000 years and destined mainland Greece and the Peloponnesian Peninsula to the
backwater status it had under Byzantine and Ottoman rule (save for Thessaloniki, which remained a
key port and trading city in the Ottoman Empire). While it may be tempting to include Byzantium in
the discussion of Greek geopolitics, since its culture and language were essentially Greek, the
Byzantine geography was much more approximate to that of the Ottoman Empire and later Turkey
than that of Greece proper. The core of Byzantium was the Sea of Marmara, which Byzantium held
onto against the encroaching Ottoman Turks until the mid-15th century.
In the story of the Ottoman conquest of the Balkans, the territory of modern Greece is essentially an
afterthought. It was the Ottoman advance through the Maritsa River valley that destroyed Bulgarian
and Serbian kingdoms in the 14th century, allowing the Ottomans to then concentrate on
consolidating the remaining Byzantine territories and conquering Constantinople in the mid-15th
century after a brief interregnum caused by Mongol invasions of Anatolia. Greece proper was not
conquered as much as it was abruptly severed from the rest of the Balkans — and therefore Christian
Europe — by the Ottoman power that thoroughly dominated all the land and sea surrounding it.

...To Vassal State
The ascent of the Ottoman Empire created a new political geography around Greece that made an
independent and powerful Greece impossible. The Ottoman Empire was an impressive political entity
that plugged up the Balkans by controlling the southern flanks of the Carpathians in present-day
Romania and the central Balkan Mountains of present-day Serbia and Bulgaria. Greece, as part of the
Ottoman Empire, was not vital for Ottoman defense or purse, although Greeks as people were valued
as administrators and were assigned as such to various parts of the empire. Greece itself, however,
had become an afterthought.
If we had to pinpoint the exact time and place where political geography in southeastern Europe
changed, we could look at Sept. 11, 1683, at around 5 p.m. on the battlefields near Vienna. It was
here that Polish King Jan Sobieski III led what was, at the time, the largest cavalry charge in history
against the Ottoman forces besieging Vienna. The result was not just a symbolic defeat for Istanbul
but also a failure to plug the Vienna gap that the Danube and Morava (the Slovak, not Serbian
Morava) rivers create between the Alps and the Carpathians.
Holding the Vienna gap would have allowed the Ottomans to focus their military resources in
defense of the empire at a geographical bottleneck — Vienna — freeing up resources to concentrate
on developing the Balkan hinterland. The Pannonian plain, fertile and capital rich because of the
Danube, would have added additional resources. The Ottoman Empire did not crumble immediately
after its failure in Vienna, but its stranglehold on the Balkans slowly began to erode as two new
powers — the Russian and Austro-Hungarian empires — rose to challenge it.
Without the Vienna gap secured, the Ottoman Empire was left without natural boundaries to the
northwest. From Vienna down to the confluence of the Danube and Sava, where present-day
Belgrade is located, the Pannonian plain is borderless save for rivers. The mountainous Balkans
provide some protection but are equally difficult for the Ottomans to control without the time and
resources to concentrate on assimilating the region. The loss of Vienna, therefore, exposed portions
of the Balkan Peninsula to Western (and, crucially, Russian) influence and interests as well as
Western notions of nationalism, which began circulating throughout the Continent with great force
following the French Revolution.
First to turn against the Ottomans was Serbia in the early 19th century. The Greek struggle followed
closely afterward. While initial Greek gains against the Ottomans in the 1820s were impressive, the
Ottomans unleashed their Egyptian forces on Greece in 1826. The Europeans were at first resistant to
help Christian Greece because the precedent set by the nationalist rebellion was equally unwelcome
in multiethnic Russia and Austro-Hungary or the imperial United Kingdom. Ultimately, the
Europeans had a greater fear that one of the three would move in and profit from the dissolution of
the Ottoman Empire and gain access to the eastern Mediterranean.
While Austro-Hungary and Russia had designs on the Balkans, more established European powers
like the United Kingdom, France and (later in the 19th century) Germany wanted to limit any
territorial gains by Vienna and St. Petersburg. This was vital for the United Kingdom, which did not
want to allow the Russian Empire access to the Mediterranean.

Since the end of its war against the Ottomans in 1832, Greece has been geopolitically vital for the
West. First it was vital for the British, as a bulwark against great-power encroachment on the
crumbling Ottoman hold in the Balkans. The United Kingdom retained a presence — at various
periods and in various capacities — in Corfu, Crete and Cyprus. To this day, the United Kingdom
still has military installations in Cyprus that are considered sovereign territory under direct British
rule.
Greece also became vital for the United States as part of the U.S. Soviet-containment strategy. To
maintain influence in Greece, the United States intervened in the Greek Civil War (1946-1949),
furnished the Greek merchant marine with ships after World War II, rushed Greece and Turkey into
NATO in 1952 and continued to underwrite Greek defense outlays throughout the 20th century. Even
a brief military junta in Greece, referred to as the "Rule of the Colonels" (1967-1974), did not affect
Greek membership in NATO. Neither did Greece's near-wars with fellow NATO member Turkey in
1964 (over Cyprus), in 1974 (over Cyprus again), in 1987 (over the Aegean Sea) and in 1996 (over
an uninhabited island in the Aegean).
The United Kingdom and later the United States were willing to underwrite Greek defense
expenditures and provide Greece with sufficient capital to be a viable independent state and enjoy a
near-Western standard of living. In exchange, Greece offered the West a key location from which to
plug Russian and later Soviet penetration into the Mediterranean basin.

Geopolitical Imperatives
Before we go into a discussion of the contemporary Greek predicament, we can summarize the story
of Greek geography as told by history in a few strategic imperatives:






Secure control of the Aegean to maintain defensive and communication lines with key
mainland population centers.
Establish control of Corfu, Crete and Rhodes to prevent invasions from the sea.
Hold the Axios River valley and as far up the valley as possible for agricultural land and
access to mainland Europe.
Consolidate the hold on inland Greece by eliminating regional power centers and brigands,
then collect taxes and concentrate capital in accordance with the needs of the state.
Extend control to outer islands such as Cyprus and Sicily to dominate the eastern
Mediterranean (this is an imperative that Greece has not accomplished since ancient times).

Greece Today
With the collapse of the Soviet threat at the end of the Cold War and the subsequent end of the
Balkan wars with the 1999 NATO bombing of Serbia, the political geography of the region changed
once again. This time the change was unfavorable for Athens. With the West largely uninterested in
the affairs of the region, Greece lost its status as a strategic ally. And along with that status, Athens
lost the political and economic support that allowed it to overcome its capital deficiencies.
This was evident to everyone but the Greeks. Countries rarely accept their geopolitical irrelevance
lightly. Athens absolutely refused to. Instead it did everything it could to retain its membership in the

first-world club, borrowing enormous sums of money to spend on the most sophisticated military
equipment available and producing erroneous financial records to get into the eurozone. This is often
lost amid the ongoing debt crisis, which is commonly described — mainly by the Western European
press — as a result of Greek laziness, profligate spending habits and irresponsibility. But faced with a
geography that engenders a capital- poor environment and an existential threat from Turkey that
challenges its Aegean core, Greece had no alternative but to indebt itself after its Western patrons lost
interest, and now even that option is in doubt. (Trying to keep up with its fellow EU states in terms of
quality of life obviously played a role in Greece's financial overextension, but this can also be placed
in the context of keeping up with a modernizing Turkey next door.)
Today, Greece cannot even dream of achieving its fifth geopolitical imperative, dominating the
eastern Mediterranean. Even its fourth imperative, the consolidation of inland Greece, is in question,
as illustrated by Greece's inability to collect taxes. Nearly 25 percent of the Greek economy is in the
so-called "shadow" sector, by far the highest rate among the world's developed countries.
Succeeding in maintaining control of the Aegean, Greece's most important imperative, in the face of
regional opposition is simply impossible without an outside patron. Going forward, the question for
Greece is whether it will be able to accept its much-reduced geopolitical role. This, too, is out of its
hands, depending as it does on the strategies that Turkey adopts. Turkey is a rising geopolitical power
intent on spreading its influence in the Balkans, the Middle East and the Caucasus. The question is
now whether Turkey will focus its intentions on the Aegean, or instead will be willing to make a deal
with Greece in order to concentrate on other interests.
Ultimately, Greece needs to find a way to become useful again to one or more great powers —
unlikely, unless a great-power conflict returns to the Balkans — or to sue for lasting peace with
Turkey and begin learning how to live within its geopolitical means. Either way, the next three years
will be defining ones in Greek history. The joint 110 billion-euro bailout package from the
International Monetary Fund and European Union comes with severe austerity strings attached,
which are likely to destabilize the country to a significant degree. Grafted onto Greece's regionalized
social geography, vicious left-right split and history of political and social violence, the IMF-EU
measures will further weaken the central government and undermine its control. An eventual default
is almost assured by the level of government debt, which will soon be above 150 percent of GDP.
It is only a question of when, not if, the Europeans pull the plug on Athens — which most likely will
be at the first opportunity, when Greece does not present a systemic risk to the rest of Europe. At that
point, without access to international capital or more bailout money, Greece could face a total
collapse of political control and social violence not seen since the military junta of the 1970s. Greece,
therefore, finds itself in a very unfamiliar situation. For the first time since the 1820s, it is truly alone.
https://www.stratfor.com/analysis/geopolitics-greece-sea-its-heart

